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Abstract— This paper incorporates uncertain future route
predictions, destinations, and charging locations with associated
speed and grade profiles into the energy management control
of alternative powertrains like hybrid, plug-in, electric, and
fuel cell vehicles. The method allows the combination of other
sources of uncertain information like markov driver models,
historic speed information, and real-time traffic predictions.
This flexibility allows the consideration of a variety of informa-
tion cases like uncertain traffic/speed and route information,
multiple possible destinations, stopping points, and charging
locations, simple range estimates to the destination, and no
future knowledge at all. The model can be used with any vehicle
type and stochastic control method, and is suitable for real-time
calculations either on the vehicle or a server. Two techniques
are also presented to reduce the computational complexity of
the problem. This approach is demonstrated on a simulated
trip with two possible destinations using the stochastic dynamic
programming algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the context of alternative powertrains like hybrid, plug-
in, electric, and fuel cell vehicles, the “energy management”
method refers to the selection of how best to use multiple
energy or power components [1]. Many different powertrain
topologies are created from these components including
hybrid, plug-in, fuel cell, and electric vehicles.

All these different vehicle types and topologies share
the need to make time-dependent decisions on how to use
individual components. Common trade-offs include the mix
of fuel vs. battery charge[1], fuel cell use vs. a battery or
capacitor, or between the main electrochemical battery and
capacitive storage in an electric vehicle [2]. Future route and
traffic information are critical to addressing this problem, and
previous work has confirmed that better control is possible
with future route prediction [3]–[6].

The route takes on special importance for plug-in hybrids
and extended-range electrics because it provides data on the
potential distance to a charging station [6]–[8]. As the system
seeks to minimize ownership cost for fuel and electricity,
it is usually best to deplete the battery just as the vehicle
reaches the final destination. These possible routes include
different destinations, different routes to the same destination
(Fig. 1a), and temporary recharging stops along the way with
varying levels of recharging.

Future routes (Fig. 1a) can be predicted from either his-
torical data [9]–[11] or driver input, and traffic information
(Fig. 1b) is more easily available from centralized servers or
from connected vehicles nearby. However, this explosion of
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data presents its own challenges: the vehicle route (or driver
intent) and traffic are not known with certainty and there are
many conflicting future possibilities.

Energy management using GPS or future predictions is an
active research area. Traffic information has previously been
incorporated using model predictive control (MPC)[13] and
dynamic programming [3], by considering a single predic-
tion. GPS data has been used to identify past speed history
[14], route [15], and provide historical and traffic data to
an algorithm based on Pontryagin’s minimum principle [5].
Stochastic dynamic programming was used to incorporate
a single route’s typical (not live) traffic in [4], [16], [17].
Future uncertainty has also been considered with stochastic
model predictive control (SMPC) via an on-line optimization
among a finite number of scenarios [18].

This paper presents a generalized stochastic model to
incorporate uncertain route predictions, destinations, and
charging locations along with the more typical uncertain
data like traffic predictions, historical speed and grade data,
and stochastic driver models. This framework is general
for any vehicle type (conventional, hybrid, plug in, etc.)
and admits various types of future information for both
traffic and route. These include exact traffic/speed and route
information, predicted but uncertain traffic with multiple
possible routes, simple range estimates to the destination,
and no future knowledge at all. This paper assumes a module
is available to identify possible vehicle routes (like [11]) and
considers how to incorporate this information into the control
structure.

When route or driving distance predictions are available,
the problem is formulated as a finite horizon optimization
with multiple routes, each with separate stopping points.
Without route information, the problem can be addressed
as the more general time-independent infinite horizon or
shortest path optimizations [19]–[24].

Two main algorithms seem appropriate for this formula-
tion: SMPC [18] and SDP [25], [26]. In this paper SDP is
used to conduct simulations of a mild plug-in hybrid with two
possible destinations. SDP was selected because the future
cost function provides some insight into core characteristics
of the problem. Two methods are also proposed to reduce
the computation requirements.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II defines a
stochastic speed and route model, while Sec. III describes
the optimization problem and how to include charging lo-
cations. Sec. IV describes how SDP can be used to solve
the optimization, and Sec. V proposes two methods to
reduce computational complexity. Finally, Sec. VI describes



(a) Mulitple Routes to a single destination (b) Typical traffic data

Fig. 1: The two main pieces of background information for vehicle energy management are illustrated: traffic speed predictions
and routes to possible destinations [12]. The route can be identified via pattern recognition of previous trips, or driver input.

a simulated trip with two possible destinations, and studies
the controller characteristics at forks in the road.

II. PREDICTING A DRIVE CYCLE USING DRIVER
BEHAVIOR, TRAFFIC, AND ROUTE

This section describes a stochastic model that admits
the traditional cycle information like stochastic drivers and
location-dependent traffic flow, along with the possibility the
vehicle will take multiple routes.

A. Stochastic Driver and Traffic Model

A Markov chain can be used to represent the uncertainty in
driver behavior [19]–[24], [27], [28]. The driver is modeled
with an internal “state” reflecting current behavior, and a set
of transition probabilities reflects the next state,

P (ak+1) = P (ak+1|vk, ak). (1)

Numerous markov chain models can be created with vehicle
speeds, accelerations, or powers, and any number of states,
typically two. This example is somewhat common, and the
results that follow can be generalized.

The model is usually based on a fixed time step ∆T , which
makes calculations easy as the velocity can be modeled
according to

vk+1 = vk + ak∆T. (2)

However, traffic information is usually defined per road
segment, so the system evolution is instead defined in stages
k, k + 1, k + 2... where each stage corresponds to a road
segment [4]. For a given stage, the vehicle can have varying
velocity, meaning the time step between each stage is not
fixed and can vary with system state (velocity and accelera-
tion/power). In addition, there the stage distance Dk can also
vary as convenient based on the cycle. Assuming constant
acceleration for a stage, the velocity still evolves with (2)
but we must use Dk to solve for ∆Tk in each case,

∆Tk =
−vk +

√
v2k + 2akDk

ak
, (3)

which can be used in various vehicle calculations like fuel
burn and energy storage. Two special cases exist. If ak is zero
then ∆Tk = Dk

vk
. If both vk and ak are zero, some model of

idle time is estimated before the vehicle starts moving again.
Substituting (3) into (2) yields

vk+1 =
√
v2k + 2akDk. (4)

Stochastic driver models (1) common in the literature use a
transition probability matrix that is based on past information
only. These transition probabilities can be stationary or
updated dynamically. If the route is known, the probability
distribution can be based on location combined with past or
future speed and traffic information. The result is a time-
heterogeneous markov chain where the distribution is stage
(location) dependent [4] denoted by subscript k

Pk(ak+1) = Pk(ak+1|vk, ak). (5)

To produce a weighted probability estimate PWeighted
k ,

stage dependent data (5) from historical (PHist
k ) or traffic

(PTraffic
k ) data on that segment can be combined with a

baseline stationary transition probability map (PStat) like
(1) that reflects normal driver behavior independent of k and
location. Positive weighting factors α sum to 1 and reflect
the reliability of the different information classes,

PWeighted
k (ak+1|vk, ak) = α1P

Hist
k (ak+1|vk, ak) + ... (6)

α2P
Traffic
k (ak+1|vk, ak) + α3P

Stat(ak+1|vk, ak).

This is viable if using the same outputs and state variables,
but the data must be preconditioned otherwise. For example,
if we wish to use data of the form Pk(vk+1|vk) or simply
Pk(vk) as might come from traffic data, one problem is that
(6) uses vk, ak, which already defines vk+1 per (2). We must
convert the velocity or acceleration variables and possibly
increment the stage to correctly combine the predictions.



B. Route Information

Consider a route R as a series of sequential road segments
{s1, s2, ...sn}. Each road segment represents a physical
section of road that maps to GPS points. The route can be
determined by the vehicle without driver input based on past
history. Once the trip begins, classification algorithms can
use a database of past trips and the road segments observed
thus far to predict a route [11]. The algorithms produce a
set of the most likely routes along with the probability of
each. These routes share the starting segments of the current
trip and diverge at some location. Alternatively, the route
could be provided by driver input and assumed known. In
this paper, we focus on controller integration and assume this
information is provided by another module.

The controller must consider the possibility of the vehicle
taking certain routes along with the distribution of traffic
speeds and grade on each segment. Thus (5) or (6) can be
augmented with the current segment sk, with the probability
of the next segment sk+1 based on the route probabilities,

Pk(ak+1, sk+1) = Pk(ak+1, sk+1|vk, ak, sk). (7)

Note that when driving within a segment, the vehicle will
stay on that segment with probability 1 until it reaches an
intersection.

An example is shown in the top of Fig. 2. At the beginning
of the trip, the vehicle can identify its immediate location, but
differentiating between destinations A,B, and C is uncertain.
Each route has its own finite termination point (distance). At
each intersection or ”fork,” we can assign the probability of
the next segment based on the route probabilities.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Optimization Objective

The existing body of literature contains many examples
of stochastic prediction of future driver behavior, as well
as examples of using traffic data to construct a vehicle
speed profile. The novel contribution here is the inclusion of
multiple potential routes while still allowing uncertain speed
and traffic predictions.

In the general case the cycle is not known exactly in
advance, so optimization is conducted in the stochastic sense
by minimizing the expected sum of a running cost function
ck(xk, uk, wk), where xk is the state, uk is a particular
control choice in the set of allowable controls U(xk), and
wk is a random variable arising from the unknown driver
behavior, traffic, and route. The expectation over the random
process w is denoted Ew. The optimization problem is

minEw

[
N−1∑
k=0

ck(xk, uk, wk) + cN (xN )

]
(8)

subject to the system dynamics,
xk+1 = fk(xk, uk, wk) (9)

with uk ∈ U(xk), where

U(xk) = {uk | g1(xk, uk) ≤ 0, g2(xk, uk) = 0 }. (10)

The constraints g1 and g2 incorporate actuator limits, torque
delivery requirements, and other system requirements which
are enforced at each time step. If the cycle is assumed to be
known, the formulation is very similar but without the ex-
pectation function. The running cost function c(xk, uk, wk)
is prescribed to accomplish the goals of minimizing fuel
consumption, electricity use, monetary cost, powertrain ac-
tivity events, battery wear, or other factors depending on
the problem. Multiple algorithms are available to solve such
a problem, including stochastic dynamic programming and
model predictive control.

B. Incorporating Charging of Plug-In and Electric Vehicles
The route termination points are critical for plug-in and

electric vehicles as they often represent distance to a charging
station. The terminal cost cN (xN ) in (8) can directly include
the monetary cost of recharging a battery by using the cost
per Joule to bring the battery SOC back to full charge.

One can also account for the uncertain possibility of en-
route partial charging. The cost and dynamics functions in
(8) and (9) are stage dependent. This allows the inclusion of a
probability distribution for recharge at a particular stage. As
an example, the driver may have a 50% chance of stopping
for coffee at a particular stage k, and if they do, the charge
taken may be 1 or 2 MJ with equal probability. Thus, that
stage will have a 50% chance of no additional charge, 25%
of 1MJ, and 25% of 2 MJ.

C. Control-Oriented Vehicle Model
For any energy management algorithm, the computation

cost is very sensitive to the number of system states, so
the model used to develop the controller (9) must be as
simple as possible. For any vehicle type, a main parameter of
interest is the State Of Charge (SOC) in the energy storage
device(s) whether it is a battery, capacitor, flywheel, etc.
Other dynamics can be included in the state vector, like
engine or transmission states. For all the various vehicle
types considered, the power flow dynamics can be modeled
to capture the vehicle behavior of interest using a time step
of roughly 0.5-2s; 1s is commonly used. Very slow and very
fast dynamics are ignored including those due to motors,
batteries, capacitors, and power electronics. This general
approach is very common, and is presented here in a very
general sense independent of a specific vehicle.

Typically, the energy losses and efficiencies in these com-
ponents can be grouped together such that for each storage
component the stored energy SOC at the next time k+1 is
a function κ̄ of SOC, vehicle speed v, acceleration a, road
grade θ and the choice of control inputs u, all at the current
time step k,

SOCk+1 = κ̄(SOCk, θk, vk, ak, uk). (11)

Power demand can also be used in place of acceleration; they
represent the same information but one is affected by vehicle
mass. Additional states are defined based on the vehicle or
problem at hand, as are the actual control commands in u.
The method to model κ̄ or its equivalent is vehicle, problem,
and author dependent.
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Fig. 2: Visual depiction of how to multiple routes often share the same initial segments, which can be used to reduce
computation. A physical map of 3 routes (A,B,C) is shown in the top left, with two possible branch points. As the algorithm
travels backwards in time and stage (right to left) the states at each state have a cost-to-go, represented by the colors. The
initial segments can be computed only once to cover multiple routes.

IV. EXAMPLE ALGORITHM: STOCHASTIC DYNAMIC
PROGRAMMING

One method to solve the optimization (8) is to use stochas-
tic dynamic programming (SDP) problem [25] and solve it
recursively backwards through stages k from the terminal
stage N

JN (xN ) = cN (xN ) (12)

Jk(xk) = min
u∈Uk(xk)

Ewk
[ck(xk, uk, wk) + ... (13)

Jk+1(fk(xk, uk, wk))].

where x is the system state, u the control input in the
allowable set U , w the disturbance, ck is the running cost
function, Ew the expectation, and J(x) the “cost-to-go”
function that describes the estimated future cost to transition
from the current state to the finish. The transition probability
w denotes both the variation in the vehicle speed and
acceleration at the next state, but also the possibility of
various future routes.

The control commands are the minimizers,

uk(xk) = argmin
u∈Uk(xk)

Ewk
[ck(xk, uk, wk) + ... (14)

Jk+1(fk(xk, uk, wk))].

V. PROBLEM SIMPLIFICATION AND COMPUTATION
REDUCTION

While the inclusion of the uncertain traffic and route
information provides a compelling formulation, the curse
of dimensionality makes the problem (8) and (13) difficult
to solve. This section presents two methods to simplify the
problem. They are described with a focus on SDP but similar
ideas can be extended to other algorithms like SMPC.

A. Re-using route segments

To reduce the computation load, we will turn one of the
difficulties in route prediction to our advantage: many routes
initially share the same segment. The control for that segment
of roadway need only be computed once.

Figure 2 shows a visual depiction of how to combine
computations for routes that share the same initial segments.
A physical map of three routes is shown in the top left, with
two possible branch points. The probability of selecting each
fork is provided by the route identification algorithm. As
dynamic programming is a back-stepping algorithm, each
route has its own terminal value function J·(x), which
would normally be labeled as N, but each path may have
a different termination length, (e.g. route A is length M). As
the algorithm travels backwards in time and stage (right to
left) the states at each state have a cost-to-go, represented
by the colors. When a fork occurs, the cost-to-go at that
state is simply the expected value based on the cost-to-go
for each route and the probability of selecting that route.
The net result is that the road segments shared among routes
are only computed once.

This algorithm is ideal for on-line implementation because
as the algorithm runs backward in time, it only needs to
store a small fraction of the route. During on-line operation,
the vehicle only must consider the control inputs at time k,
which depends only on Jk+1(x) in (14). The overall route
cost-to-go Jk(x) is calculated periodically and updated at a
rate similar to that of new traffic or route information, on
the order of 10s - 10 min. The vehicle must only store the
cost-to-go Jk(x) for enough future stages k until the next
route update. For example, if a route update occurs every
5 minutes and each stage k on average takes 1s to transit,
Jk(x) would be stored for about 300 future stages.



B. Reducing the number of model states

Using the driver model (5) is a logical step forward; it
uses the well-developed markov model for driver behavior,
but augments it with traffic and route information. To reduce
the overall problem complexity for SDP, SMPC, or any other
algorithm, we might recognize that the traffic information is
serving the same function as the acceleration state in that
it provides a clue to future behavior. We could reduce the
complexity of the model by using a one-state Markov chain
and assuming the future velocity is conditioned only on the
current velocity and traffic prediction

Pk(vk+1) = Pk(vk+1|vk). (15)

This will likely reduce the predictive effectiveness of the
Markov model itself, but now includes the benefits of traffic
information.

Ordinarily a reduced state model would be easy to imple-
ment, but in this case the current vehicle acceleration is now
a random variable rather than a state as it was previously.
To correctly calculate the control inputs, the vehicle speed
and desired acceleration ak (or power) must be known
to determine wheel torque. In essence, we would like the
control choice to occur after the realization of the random
variable, as uk(xk, wk). This does not fit in the traditional
SMPC or SDP formulation (13) which uses uk(xk).

A solution for SDP is to partition the state space into
two parts, one which is affected by the control inputs (x)
and one which is not (y). Then SDP can be executed over
the controllable portion of the state, while using only the
expected value of the uncontrollable portion [25].

The main component xk is affected by the control input
as

xk+1 = f(xk, yk, uk, wk) (16)

where the distribution Pk(wk|xk, uk, yk) is given. The other
component evolves according to Pk(yk|xk). This yk seems
like a disturbance, but is realized and measurable before the
control uk is computed, thus allowing controls of the form
uk(xk, yk).

For a state vector (xk, yk) let Jk(xk, yk) denote the
optimal cost-to-go at a given stage. Then define

Ĵ(xk) = Eyk
[Jk(xk, yk)|xk], (17)

which can be calculated recursively [25],

Ĵ(xk) = Eyk
[ min
u∈Uk(xk,yk)

Ewk
[ck(xk, yk, uk, wk) + ... (18)

Ĵk+1(fk(xk, yk, uk, wk))]|xk].

For the energy management problem this is a very useful
result. The off-line backwards recursion uses the double
expectation (18), while the on-line calculation of control
inputs can directly use the partitioned state y,

uk(xk, yk) = argmin
u∈Uk(xk,yk)

Ewk
[ck(xk, yk, uk, wk) + ... (19)

Ĵk+1(fk(xk, yk, uk, wk))]|xk].

This saves computation with a reduced-state cost-to-go
Ĵ(xk), while allowing additional states to be used in the
on-line control calculation (19) when adding states is compu-
tationally easy. In the simplest case, we have the state vector
xk = {SOCk, vk} with the augmented state yk = {ak}. In
the off-line recursion step (18), the acceleration ak is not
stored in Ĵ(xk) as it is not part of xk, but it can still be
used directly in the on-line control calculation (19). Note this
method was not used in the simulations in the next section
as the full two-state Markov model (5) was maintained.

VI. SIMULATION EXAMPLE

As a simple example, this section considers a mild hybrid
with little electric range on a short trip. There are many
potential use cases of this algorithm that assume different
types of information or vehicles.

A. Vehicle model

Without loss of generality, we consider a generic plug-in
hybrid electric sedan which has an electric machine directly
connected to the rear axle, and a diesel engine connected to
the front axle through a continuously variable transmission
and clutch. The vehicle parameters are shown in Table I.

TABLE I: Vehicle Parameters

Engine Displacement 2.4 L
Max Engine Power 120 kW
Electric Machine Power EM (Rear) 35 kW
Battery Capacity 2 kWh (7.2 MJ)
Battery Power Limit 34 kW
Battery SOC Range 0.3-0.7
Vehicle Mass 1895 kg

The vehicle dynamics are modeled in the form (11), details
are available in [22]. The running cost ck(xk, uk, wk) is fuel
burn. The cost of recharging can be included in the terminal
cost cN (x), but for simplicity we neglect it here and attempt
solely to minimize fuel consumption. The engine is required
for higher speeds and accelerations, and thus fuel may be
used even if excess battery charge is available.

B. Use Case

The vehicle here can identify routes and destinations,
but the only velocity information is a location-independent
stationary Markov driver model like (1). There are two
possible destinations and routes to get there, 1 and 2. Both
routes start out along the same road segment, but there is a
fork in the road at k=1030 where there is a 40% probability
the driver will use route 2, which ends at stage k=1330,
rather than continuing on route 1 to stage k=1874. Just after
the fork, at k=1031, it is obvious which route the vehicle is
taking. This scenario is much like the routes in Fig. 2. These
routes both share the exact same FTP72 velocity profile,
except route 2 ends early at 1330 s and route 1 at 1875 s.

When calculating the controller, the velocity is a stochastic
estimate (1), but the forward simulation of driving is a
deterministic drive cycle unknown to the controller. Up until



the fork in the road at k=1030, the controller must consider
the possibility that the trip could either continue to stage
k=1874 or be significantly shortened to k=1330, as reflected
in (7). We should expect a dramatic change in behavior once
past the fork and the destination is known with certainty.

C. Time Traces

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 3. The vehicle speed
is shown in Fig. 3a and includes indications for the fork in
the road at k=1030 where the destination can be identified,
as well as the shortened termination point of route 2. The
battery SOC is shown in Fig. 3b. For both trips the SOC
tracks exactly until the fork in the road because the controller
operates based only the expectation of the future driving.
Once the destination is clear at k=1031, we may observe a
downward trend in SOC for route 2 as the controller drains
the battery near the end of the trip. The cumulative cost in
fuel burn is shown in Fig. 3c. Again, the cost and fuel burn
are the same until the fork in the road, when route 2 shows
decreased fuel burn corresponding to more battery use. The
vehicle traveling along route 1 burns 3.8% more fuel to reach
the same stage k=1330.

This simple example illustrates the effects of having an
estimate of route length. If we consider the case where the
vehicle incorrectly identifies route 2, but then continues on
along route 1, it burns 2.8% more fuel than if the vehicle
correctly identified route 1 from the start. Of course in
practice, different routes would likely have different velocity
profiles.

D. Controller Internal Variables: Value Function

In order to gain a better understanding of controller
functionality, this subsection studies the internal controller
variables in detail. This problem is fundamentally stochastic
with many different types of uncertainty, so looking at
particular drive cycles misses significant information. Rather,
we study the value function Jk(x) which reflects all the
problem information and is used to calculate the control
inputs using (14). This value function is often termed the
“cost-to-go” as it represents the expected cost of finishing
the trip from the current state. The results are presented in
Fig. 4.

For this case, the value function has four states: SOC,
velocity, acceleration, and route (or segment) which are
stored for each stage k. Presenting these data is difficult,
so Fig. 4a fixes the velocity and acceleration at 8m/s and
0m/s2 respectively to present the data for route 2 with
respect to SOC and stage. Some trends may be observed.
The value function decreases with higher stages k, as is to
be expected of the cost-to-go. Also visible in the figure is
the higher cost associated with lower SOC, reflecting that a
higher SOC means less fuel burn in the future. There is also
a jump in value at the fork in the road, k=1030.

These effects may be seen more clearly by selecting two
SOC values and showing the value function as only a func-
tion of stage k, again with fixed velocity and acceleration,
as in Fig. 4b. Data are shown for both routes. The basic
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Fig. 3: Results for a vehicle driving to two different destina-
tions along routes 1 and 2. The velocity profiles are identical
except route two ends at stage k=1330. Both routes share the
same initial segment, but at stage k=1030 a fork in the road
identifies the destination. The destination is unknown until
that point, so the SOC traces and cost are identical before
the fork. Note the SOC for route 2 drops rapidly at this point
because the end of trip recharge is near.



(a) The value function Jk(x) shown in 3-D representation for
fixed velocity and acceleration as a function of SOC and stage k
for Route 2. Note the jump discontinuity at stage k=1031 when
the route becomes certain.
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Fig. 4: Value function data for two possible routes with a terminal destination of either 1330 or 1874 stages k. A fork in
the road occurs are stage k=1030, beyond which point the controller knows the destination with certainty, which causes a
jump discontinuity. All data are shown when the velocity state is vk = 8m/s and the acceleration state is ak = 0m/s2.

trends are still evident, with higher values of Jk for lower
stage k and lower SOC. A jump occurs at the fork k=1030.
Beyond that point, there is a clear estimate of the cost-to-go
for the respective destinations, and route 2 shows lower cost-
to-go because the destination is closer. However, up until the
fork in the road, the destinations is unknown, so the value
functions represent the expected future value as a weighted
average of the future costs and are therefore identical for
both routes. Specifically, the value function at stage k=1030
is approximately an average of the values at k=1031 for the
two routes.

Similar data can be presented by fixing the stage k and
studying the value function relative to SOC as in Fig. 4c.
Lower SOC is still more costly, and beyond the fork in the
road, route 2 has lower cost. The expected future cost before
the fork at k=1030 is identical for both routes as the route is

unknown at that time, and is approximately the average of
the values at k=1031.

The slope of the curves in Fig. 4c can be determined by
taking the partial derivative of value function with respect
to SOC, mathematically ∂Jk(x)

∂SOC . These are shown in Fig.
4d. These slopes are particularly interesting because of their
relationship to the equivalence factor in the well-known
“Equivalent Consumption Minimization Strategy” (ECMS)
[29], [30]. ECMS optimizes for fuel economy only, which is
equivalent to taking the running cost in (8) as fuel flow rate,
that is, c = ṁf . At each time step, the controller minimizes
a function that trades off battery usage vs. fuel,

u∗k(x) = argmin
u∈U

[ṁf (x, u) + λk∆SOC(x, u)]. (20)

The slopes ∂Jk(x)
∂SOC in Fig. 4d represent the relative value of

SOC in terms of fuel burn, just like λ in (20) [22]. A negative



change in SOC represents a battery discharge, so a more
negative λ implies that battery charge is valuable and fuel
should be used instead, as occurs for low SOC. Just like the
value function itself, we observe that the equivalence factor
λ at k=1030 is identical for both routes and is approximately
the weighted average of λ for the two routes after the fork.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A stochastic optimization problem was formulated to
consider energy management for multiple vehicle routes and
destinations. Different classes of future knowledge can be
incorporated including exact traffic/speed and route infor-
mation, predicted but uncertain traffic with multiple possible
routes and charging stations, simple range estimates to the
destination, and no future knowledge at all. Plug-in hybrids
will especially benefit from the ability to include multiple
possible destinations and uncertain en-route charging.

Two techniques were presented to reduce the computa-
tional complexity of the problem. One exploits the nature
of the route identification problem in that many different
routes share the first segments. The other method uses a
mathematical technique to allow a reduction in the number
of state variables.

Stochastic dynamic programming was used to demonstrate
this approach. Simulation results were presented for a vehicle
on a trip to one of two destinations with a fork in the
road partway through. The algorithm performed as expected,
demonstrating increased battery usage near the destination.
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